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ABSTRACT
State Key Laboratory for GeoMechanics and Deep Underground Engineering (GDLab)
has accumulated more than 500 TB data of Rockburst experiment. But so far the amount
of analysed data is less than 5% in GDLab. Data storage dilemma is restricting the study
mechanism of Rockburst. In this paper, we applied big data technology into analyse of
Rockburst, and makes deep analysis about characteristic of Rockburst data. Basing on
this, a big data based data storage systems (BDSS) for Rockburst experiment was
proposed. BDSS based on Hadoop for Rockburst with online data loading and rapid
retrieval of data. In Storage node machine cluster in BDSS, Big Data Compressed Storage
Algorithm was proposed. The algorithm can provide average compressed ratio about
3.26%. Experimental analysis shows that the algorithm has excellent performance in
Rockburst and solves the Data storage dilemma. Research work of this paper laid some
foundation of Rockburst.
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INTRODUCTION
Rockburst is a kind of geological disaster in underground engineering with excavation, which has become one of
worldwide underground engineering problems[1]. In 2006, State Key Laboratory for GeoMechanics and Deep Underground
Engineering, GDLab for short, successfully reproduced process of Rockburst in indoors. Since then, research on the
mechanism of Rockburst rose to a new level. A lot of research work on the mechanism of Rockburst has been done by
GDLab, and make a series of valuable research results[2-6]. But there are some dilemmas during the research progress. A
most important one of the dilemmas is data storage dilemma. Data storage dilemma is because of a large number of
experimental data is produced in Rockburst research. Furthermore, this data is inevitable and determined by the
characteristic of Rockburst.
For example, one Rockburst experiment numbered as “yqsii6#”, it generated 33217 txt files in an hour. Hard disk
needs 12GB storage space to save all these 33217 files. Along with the further research work, the data obtained also growth
with geometric speed. The GDLab has accumulated more than 500 TB of data, but in so far, its analysis ratio is no more than
5 percent.
In the face of mountains of data, only effectively manage these data and analysis these data using modern means,
which can establish theoretical basis of Rockburst mechanism and forecast. This is the focus of this paper.
In a variety of types of data[7], quickly acquiring the ability value information is the big data technology. Big data
have the characteristics of four aspects:
1): Volume: From the traditional GB level, jumped to the TB level, even PB level;
2): Variety: The Internet of things, cloud computing, mobile Internet, network, mobile phone, tablet computer, PC
and various sensors spreading all over each corner of the earth are a data source.
3): Value: Valuable information needs to be extracted from the mass of data.
4): Velocity: Fast processing speed, this is essentially different from the traditional data mining technology .
Big Data" as a new concept [8], now is not directly given the proper noun by Chinese government and given policy
support. However, network plan on December 8, 2011, 4 key technologies as information processing technology One of the
innovation projects has been put forward by engineering and information department, including the mass data storage, data
mining, image and video intelligence analysis and so on, which are important components of big data. While the other 3 key
technical innovation projects, respectively is the information technology, the letter information transmission technology and
information security technology, these 3 technologies are closely related with the "Big Data".
OUR APPROACH
Rockburst big data
In recent years, GDLab has done a lot of research works, and accumulated a great amount of research data at
the same time. For example, one Rockburst experiment numbered as “yqsii6#”, it generated 33217 txt files in an hour.
Hard disk needs 12GB storage space to save all these 33217 files. Along with the further research work, the data
obtained also growth with geometric speed. How to scientifically managing and using these data become the biggest
problem which GDLab facing now.
Only effectively managing and using the modern computer method for analysis and processing and extraction
these data, we can better study phenomenon of Rockburst and explore the prediction mechanism of it. So it can avoid
the damage of Rockburst, at the same time bring huge economic and social benefits.
Collection of rockburst big data
System collect signal using two types of sensors from Pengxiang and PAC. Parameters of the sensors are
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 : Two types of sensors and their parameters
Massive-data dilemma
Take the same example of “yqsii6#”. As we mentioned above:
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1): It generated 33217 txt files in an hour. Hard disk needs 12GB storage space to save all these 33217 files.
2): The size of above four pictures in JPG format is 294 KB and they need 300KB storage space in hard disk to
save them.
We can get the conclusions as below:
1): Data size of “yqsii6#” for an hour can be calculated by formula 1.
12GB+4*300KB*33217=51.86GB (1)
2): According to the mainstream desktop hard drive with 2t~3t capacity in the market, it will be occupied
within 39hours~48hours only by one experiment such as “yqsii6#”. As shown in table 1, it involved 268 samples. We
can’t image how big the number of data is. But we can see it should be growth with geometric speed.
Here we take three typical Rockburst experiments as example, studying the characteristics of Rockburst
experimental data. In the following part of this paper, we will use the same experiments too. Data storage details of
three typical Rockburst experiments are described in table 1.
Table 1 : Data storage details of three typical Rockburst experiments
Experiment No.
O-1#
G-1#
GO-1#

Number of TXT files
29438
41645
71351

Occupied Disk Space (MB)
1536
2161
3748

From table 1 we can see that each experiment has how many txt files and how large the disk space it occupied.
BIG DATA COMPRESSED STORAGE ALGORITHM IN ROCKBURST EXPERIMENT
As we mentioned above, also different experiment has different number of txt files, each txt file has accurate 4096
values. Under this principle, each experiment may have hundred millions values as showed in table 2. It’s very huge.
Table 2 : Data storage details of three typical Rockburst experiments with values
Experiment No.
O-1#
G-1#
GO-1#

Number of TXT files
29438
41645
71351

Number of values
120578048
170577920
292253696

Occupied Disk Space (MB)
1536
2161
3748

It’s impossible to analyse these data in the past. We proposed a big data based algorithm solving this dilemma
as below.
System structure
We have put forward a big data based data storage systems for Rockburst experiment, BDSS for short, which
based on Hadoop for Rockburst with online data loading and rapid retrieval of data. The structure of BDSS is showed
in figure 2.

Figure 2 : System structure of BDSS
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As illu
ustrated in fig
gure 2, Storagee node machin
ne cluster is at
a the lower rig
ght corner. Th
he storage nod
de machine
cluster provid
des persistent storage capaccity, long-term
m preservation
n of historicall data. System
m storage data sources as
small block usually
u
take on
nce or several times from th
he loading macchine cluster as
a the data blo
ock unit.
Underr such mechan
nism, we got some law of ex
xperiment dataa as illustrated
d in section 3.2
2.
B data comp
Big
pressed storage algorithm
We proposed and implemented the big dataa compressed storage algorrithm. Here we
w illustrated some key
p
principles
of th
he algorithm.
1) Com
mbined all txtt files into a neew one txt filee.
2) New
w txt file is co
ombined by triiples {X, Y1Y
Y2Y3Y4, Dataa}.
X reprresents the txtt file’s sequence number is X.
X
Y1Y2
2Y3Y4 is a num
mber with 4 bits.
b
It represen
nts the line nu
umber in a txt file.
Data is
i the specific data in origin
nal txt files.
So, {X
X, Y1Y2Y3Y4
4, Data} is rep
presents the sp
pecific data in line Y1Y2Y3
3Y4 in Xth txtt in one experiiment.
3) If th
he data is zero
o, we simply discard
d
the vallue.
EXPERIMEN
NTS AND AN
NALYSIS
L
Law
of experiimental data
Firstly
y, we separateely got the distribution law of experimenttal data in threee experimentts as showed in
i figure 3,
4 and 5. Each figure has two sub figures. Sub figure (aa) is the distrib
bution law off experimentall data, and sub
b figure (b)
is the partial en
nlarged view of
o sub figure (a).
(

(a)

(b)
Figure 3 : Distribution
n law of experrimental data in O-1#
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4 : Distribution
n law of experrimental data in G-1#

(a)

(b)
Figure 5 : Distribution
D
laaw of experim
mental data in GO-1#
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From all above we found that thee distribution law of experim
mental data iss a regular disttribution. Then we made
some further research on itt, and proposed the big dataa compressed storage
s
algoritthm in section
n 3.2.
To verify the efficieent of the algo
orithm, we con
nducted a seriees of experimeents as below..
Compressed ratio
C
r
of big da
ata compresseed storage alggorithm
We co
ompared occup
pied disk spacce before comp
pressed and affter compresseed with Big Data
D Compresssed Storage
A
Algorithm.
Th
he results are liisted in table 3.
3
Table 3 : Data storage details befoore and after compressed
c
under the algorrithm
E
Experiment
No.

O-1#
G-1#
GO-1#

Occupied
d Disk
(MB)-beffore
Space
compresssed
BC
1536
2161
3748

Occupiied Disk
(MB
Space
B)-after
compreessed
AC
51
56
145

mpressed
Com
Ratiio
=AC
C/BC
3.332%
2.559%
3.887%

From table 3 we caan get the con
nclusion that big data comp
pressed storag
ge algorithm has
h significan
nt efficient,
which means the
w
t average co
ompressed ratiio is 3.26%. In
n figure 6, we compare occu
upied disk spaace between orriginal data
a after comp
and
pressed by ourr algorithm.

Figure 6 : Coompare disk space
s
between
n original dataa and BDSS
CON
NCLUSIONS
From all above, we can draw th
he conclusion
ns that Big Daata Compresssed Storage Algorithm
A
is suitable
s
for
Rockburst, and
R
d the algorithm
m has excellen
nt performancee.
In the future, we wiill go on analy
ysis the distrib
bution law of experimental
e
data and imprrove our algorrithm to get
a better comprress ratio than ever.
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